Between infinity and
20 In (O.Sm)

39 In. (1.0m)

Apparent distance of
information scale

Between 79 in. (2.0m)
and 26 in. (O.7m)

39 in. (1.0m)

View area compared
to film area

Vertically and
horizontally more than
90%, less than 100%

Vertical: 93%
Horizontal: 9ii%

Vertical: 0.9mrn
Horizontal: 1.0mm

Vertical: 0.2rnrn (down"
Horizontal: O.OSmm
.
(left)
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Ai! lile exposure modes available through the A or Beep main
switch settings operate in a most
straightforward and logical way.
in P mode the camera automatically selects aperture and shutler
speed and reads them out simu!t2.neousiy on the LCD panel for
about 8 sec. if you press the release partway and then let qo. If
SPC cell in bottom of mirror box
tho. lighting or subject changes
points back toward film plane to
dUring this period, the readouts
prov_ide tlm~ug!HenS autoflash
change to indicate th
,readmgs ofl film surface. Tiny rect'"
_
~ r:;rope,
angle below round cell contains
~._l~~:~~~cted ex~sure If th~_ ~~:n's B~SIS autofocus sensor.
Q

)
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maximum aperture and slowest
shutter speed (30") numbers
the finder blink simultaneous!\'
the camera is warning you of p~.
tential underexposure, and
should use a tripod or flash, or
crease the illumination. If the fastest shutter speed (1/2000 sec)
and minimum aperture numerals
blink, the camera is warning YOL,
of overexposure and you should
use an ND filter or move the subject to a darker location if possi
ble If the beeper is turned Of',

been few surprises, but now we
get into the only other mode
long beeps will signal underexpothat's clearly indicated in the
sure, but not overexposure.
finder--the EOS 650's unique
Press the mode button and
depth mode. Canon calls it an exturn the input dial to select shutposure mode, but as you'll soon
ter priority (Tv) mode and the
see it's 8. lot more than that. To
shutter speed will automatically
select Depth mode press the
be set to 1/125 sec. Now let go of
Mode buiton and turn the input
the mode button and turn the indial until the word DEPTH apput dial to select any shutter
pears at the upper right-hand
speed (successive detents will
corner of the LCD panel. Now
set shutter speeds in half stops
EOS optical array: From left, expensive 50mm f/1.0 with ultrasonic motor,
compose your subject in the findfrom 30-1/2000 sec.). The cam35-105mm f/3_5-4.5, 35-70mm f/3.5-4.5, 70-210mm f/3.5-4.5, and 15mm
er and determine which near and
era will automatically set and disf/2.8 full-frame fisheye are only five out of current 14-lens range,
far pOints you wish to be in sharp
play
the
proper-exposure
focus. Center the AF frame over
aperture (also in half stops) as
the camera about an inch below
warning beeper sounds if it's
the foreground (closest subject
soon as you partially depress the
the lens release button. At this
area) and press the shutter reshutter release. The display will turned on.
point
the
shutter
speed
digits
Unlike most other multi-mode
remain on in the finder and on the
disappear and are replaced by a
LCD panel for about 8 sec. and SLRs, the [OS 650 does not proCL, an OP or an 00. The 00
change With changing lighting vide any in-finder indication of the
symbol indicates that the aper·
autoexposure
mode
you're
in.
If
conditions, but the reading locks
ture displayed will provide the
you've
just
set
one
of
the
three
in the instant proper focus is atcorrect exposure at the shutter
AE
modes,
you
obviously
know
tained in the One Shot AF mode.
speed you've selected. CL
If the exposure display in the find- what it is, and if you want to remeans you must close down the
fresh
your
memory,
just
glance
at
er remains continuously lit, you'll
aperture (by keeping tbe M butthe
LCD
panel.
However,
switchget the proper exposure. A blinkton depressed and turning the ining
AE
modes
with
tbe
camera
at
ing maximum aperture indicates
put dial clockwise) to obtain the
eye
level
is
one
convenience
underexposure (select a slower
correct metered exposure. OP
Where'll the EOS' eyepiece blind?
most
EOS
owners
won't
avail
shutter speed), while a blinking
means that. you've got to open
Cleverly concealed in furnished
themselves
of
unless
they
have
minimum aperture indicates overshoulder pad (at thumb). Remove it
open it up (by turning the same
very
good
memories.
At
eye
level
exposure (select a faster shutter
and slide it over eyepiece bezel to
dial in the opposite direction) unspeed). The shutler speed digits
prevent stray light from affecting
til the 00 appears. Using this
don't blink and the camera shake
meter readings.
system you can manually meter
beeper doesn't sound when
the exposure to an accuracy of
you're working in Tv mode.
± 1/2 stop (the AE modes will lease partway to focus. The camera will now focus, the focus OK
Switch to Av (aperture priority)
get you to within 1/4 stop or less
LED will light, the beeper will
mode and the camera will autoin most cases according to our
beep if turned on, and dEP i will
matically be set to f/5.6. Now turn
lab tests). However, if the light or
be displayed both in the finder
the input dial and you can select
your shooting angle changes you
and top LCD panel. Now follow
any aperture (in half stops) possimust check your exposure by
the same procedure but center
ble with the lens in use. The cam- To focus manually, slide tab atop
pressing the M button just before
the AF frame over the back·
era will now set and display the lens from AF to M as shown. Wide,
you take the shot, then letting go
ground (most distant) area you
proper-exposure shutter speed grippy, focusing ring is now conof the M button before you press
nected
to
lens'
focusing
helical.
wish to record sharply and dEP 2
when you partially depress the
the shutter release. The shutter
will appear in trle displays. Parshutter release in the same manwon't
fire
when
the
M
button
is
tially depress the shutter a third
ner that camera-selected aper- it's pretty hard to tell whether
depressed.
Set
~!1
exposure
time and something quite retures are shown in the Tv mode. you're in Tv or Av mode by just
turning
the
input
dial
and
observmarkable happens. The camera
As you'd expect, underexposure
automatically focuses to the optiis now indicated by a blinking 30" ing the readouts-both apermum in-between distance to
speed in the finder and overexpo- tures and shutter speeds change
in either case.
maximize depth of field, sets the
sure is shown by a blinking 2000
You'll
love
the
metered
manual
aperture that will render objects
When the shutter speed falls bemode, so long as you don't mind
at the near and far distances
low about one over the focal
sharply, and sets the correlength in use, the slow shutter selecting your shutter speed first
and metering the proper-exposponding proper-exposure shutsure aperture second. To select
ter speed Now all you have to do
Soft, comfortable eyeM mode, press the Mode button
is press the shutter release all tbe
cup slides off eyepiece
while you turn the input dial until
way in to take the shot. Of course
bezel to instail eyeM appears in the upper left-hand
Press in tab (at pointer) at top of
piece blind or dioptric
even the [OS cannot perform
mirror box and hinged finder
corner of the LCD panel, and,
correction.
miracles; if your two focus points
screen
frame
drops
down
so
you
praise be, in the finder LCD panel
are widely separated, especially
can
interchange
screens.
There
as well, to the left of the digital
in fairly dim light and/or with slow
are
currenlly
five
screens.
readouts. The camera will now be
film, you Illay get the right aperautomatically set to 1/125 sec. at
ture and shooting distance to
mode along with the C (continuf/5.6. Now turn the input dial to
cover your intended depth of
ous)
film-wind
mode
and
the
findthe left or right to select slower or
field, but at too slow a shutter
er
readouts
will
still
go
out
after
faster shutter speeds respectivespeed to hand-hold. Underexpothe first exposure, but the expoly (in half stops), bring the camsure and overexposure in the
in
at
your
sure
will
remain
locked
era to eye level, and press the MDepth mode are indicated as in
initial
manual
setting.
labeled (manual metering) button
the P mode, by both sets of digits
Up to this point there have
located on the left-hand side of
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